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In geosciences, the permeability of natural 
nanoporous materials such as shale is 
difficult to characterize, because of their 
highly non-uniform pore distribution, 
physical and chemical heterogeneity in 
material properties, and limited capacity of 
laboratory instrumentation.

Flow in SBA-15 Nanoporous Silica Flow in Nanoporous Shale Rock

DPD nanoporous flow simulator: userMESO 2.5
● The latest release [1] to the userMESO framework developed as a GPU extension package to 

LAMMPS [2] for DPD simulations [3,4].
● New features in userMESO 2.5 include the many-body DPD model [5,6]; an impenetrable wall 

boundary model for arbitrary geometries [7].
● Notable innovative features of the package are discussed in [2].
● All computations and host-device communications are handled by the extension package.
● I/O related tasks such as inter-rank communications are attended by LAMMPS.

Appendix: Summit Supercomputer

● Most of the shale oil and gas resources contained in kerogen-hosted pores.
● Low porosity & permeability; multiscale (10-9 ~ 10-6 m) in pore sizes.
● Strong thermal fluctuation and diffusion at fluid-fluid and fluid-solid interfaces.
● Continuum-based fluid models are no longer valid in nano- to micro-pores.

● A class of mesoscopic particle dynamics method
● Can resolve both discrete & continuum flow behaviors
● Fluid-solid/fluid interactions relatively easy to characterize
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Synthetic mesoporous silica are often chosen for studying nanofluidics under confinement 
with controlled material properties and pore sizes. This work uses SBA-15 nanoporous silica 
used for permeability measurement, as its fluid-solid interactive relations are well studied. A 
computational domain is illustrated below. At least over 100 million DPD particles are required 
and run for equivalent number of time-steps needed for measurement.

Practical usefulness of userMESO 2.5 on Summit is proved through strong-scaling conducted 
with a cubic block nanoporous silica geometry shown above (~ 70 million DPD particles).
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● Code readiness: 
● Debugging and profiling at scale: 
● Microscopy and image analysis: 

Figure:
with up to 4 billion DPD particles

Code readiness of userMESO 2.5 on Summit
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A new Digital Rock Physics workflow: from digital imaging to DPD pore flow simulations [1].
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